
Division Seven Report  

– September/October 2021 By Gerry Hopkins MMR FNMRA 

Ladies & Gentlemen, as stated in my last report, many of our planned meetings in the division are 
still being cancelled due to Covid Lockdown right across NSW. Being so long without a meeting is both 
good and bad. Bad because we are not getting the social benefits of meetings. On the other hand, 
we are getting a lot more time to spend on our model layouts – railway and railroads. 

To bridge the social gap, we normally have two virtual meetings a 
month on the first and third Saturdays of each month. We start at 
2.00pm, and at 2.30pm we have a 10 – 15 minute clinic by a 
member on a modelling subject. Then back to chatting until 3.00pm 
when we have a virtual tour of a member’s layout. This can be live, 
or just photographs or even a short video with a voice over from 
the host. 

 

We now have a number of different chat groups using our chat rooms. The Central Coast Wednesday 
Night Model Railway Club – they meet on the Wednesday Afternoon. We also have the Narrow Gauge 
SIG meeting on Sunday afternoon. The Brisbane Water OP SIG meet on the 2nd Saturday and the 
GNDU OP SIG meet on the 4th Saturday. There is also an Australian Modellers Group that use a 
different Chat Room. So, the chat rooms are popular with a number of socialites!  

Both the September meetings were well attended with up to 28 members calling in. 

As we have 4 rooms open they can attend whatever group that takes their fancy. The Narrow Gauge 
room is always attended well, so is the N Scale room. In the N scale room Trevor James demonstrated 
his new portable switching layout – it can be quite a challenge. 

 

During this meeting we had a good look at the new super detailed section of John Parker MMR’s 
extension to his layout. A good presentation with plenty of photos.  



These two photos show part of the “new” junk yard. The old box car doors hinge up to reveal the 
four coloured slide switches used to operate the turnouts at the back of the yard. The Coloured switch 
match markers along side the turnout throw bars.  

During the second September meeting, 
John Montgomery gave a short clinic on 
researching railway topics to help in 
your modelling. This clinic was well 
attended. We also had a presentation on 
“Remote Operation” of a layout by Eric 
Bennett. A member somewhere in 
Division Seven drove a loco on Eric’s 
layout to demonstrate the simplicity of 
the set up.  

 

On the 26th of September, some of us got up early to view a virtual convention by NMRAx. These 
are a worldwide event with two of the four “organisers” being Australian.   

The clinic we were interested in was the 
one about “remote operations” – we had 
been talking about this and had a demo 
the week before at our Division Seven 
meeting. More about this project at a later 
date.    

Meeting Saturday 2nd October. 

Another good virtual meeting – we talked 
about many modelling ideas and a 
member showed photos of the latest 
projects and updates. Each of the four rooms had its own variety of things to talk about.  

We had 24 people join in – some arrived 
late some left early, just like any other 
meeting. Each time we hold a meeting, 
we get some new comers, this day was 
no exception.  

We get a little less of a turnup for the 
Sunday and Wednesday meetings but 
these are normally just the locals. 

The subjects often cover how members 
started their layouts and often the 
number of layouts they built before the 
current one.     



We will talk of a number of layouts during 
these meetings and cover Australian, British 
and US layouts both past and current.  Many 
of the members learn little tips and some big 
tips. We never stop learning in the hobby. 
We cover all subjects from scenery 
constriction, scratch building rolling stock, 
painting people and some basic techno stuff. 

It is surprising the number of train people 
who are building or have built boats for their 
layouts, and, just for the fun of it.  

Meeting Saturday 16th October. 

A very windy day today – 
but – we did not have to 
drive to a meeting. We 
had a good turnout for the 
meeting and at 2.30pm 
David O’Hearn gave a 
great presentation on 3 D 
printing. We learnt about 
the different materials 
used and the different 
printers that use them. 
Dave also showed us the 
items that can be printed 
and how to change the 
size – for different scales, 

including an O scale French Bulldog! Many Thanks David. 

We also had a visit from Laurie McLean MMR who gave us a tour of part of his layout and matching 
photographs of the prototype he is modelling. Thanks again Laurie. 

There was more – John Dever showed us the kits 
of NSW passenger cars he is putting together for a 
4 car train and a 3 car train – they were looking 
great. Many thanks John. 

In the background on my layout, there was a 
repaired Garrett running for its final test. It was 
pulling a 12 car train of hoppers up and down the 
2% grades. It had just had all its pickups adjusted 
so that they actually touched the backs of the 
wheels. It ran for half hour, over my dead frog 
turnouts – normally the best test for pickups.  



On the bench I was pulling an ARM 38 class apart 
to add lights, sound and pickups on the tender.   
October has FIVE Saturdays so we will have an 
extra meeting day this month. Leading up to the 
last meeting of the month we had a CCWN chat 
on Wednesday.  

For a few months the CCWN has been split across 
two Local Govt Areas and a lot of talk was about 
our first meeting in November. For the same 
amount of time, the division has been split and 
every one is waiting/hoping that the bans will be 
lifted at the beginning of November. 

Meeting Saturday 30th October 

The days started well, 10 degrees cooler 
than the day before. Members started 
logging in at 1.50pm we also had a new 
NMRA member join us. Some people 
had not been on for a while so the usual 
greetings were exchanged. The four 
rooms were opened and members 
moved to their desired room.  

At around 2.30pm Eric Bennett 
introduced us to has new camera – the 

SQ23. It was like the many SQ11 that we have but this one also has WiFi so that the image can be 
transmitted to a base unit – a smart phone. This in turn can be shared over the internet in numerous 
ways.  He sent a train around his layout and we could sit back and enjoy the ride.  

Eric then asked if anyone would like to drive the train. The first member with his hand up got the job. 
He was told how to call up the IP 
address of the system, then the loco 
and then drive the train. He drove 
the train back and fore and sounded 
the bell and the whistle.  

The next step – maybe next time – 
will be to drive the train and view the 
track ahead as you go. You would 
watch for signals and change 
turnouts with your smartphone or 
tablet.    Maybe in the next meeting. 
Keep an eye open for the Eric’s 
article in MainLine explaining how to 
set up your system to do the same. 


